A TWO-WAY STREET
If that's what you can expect from professors, here's what this busy and generally overcommitted group expects from you: in a phrase, lead time.
"I expect students to be self-reliant, to meet the deadlines that they agree upon, and I expect them to turn in materials with some kind of agreement with their lead faculty," said Anthropology professor Laura Nader. "Students shouldn't turn in their dissertations a month before their postdocs begin and say 'please no changes'. At the same time, professors shouldn't have a dissertation six months before the post doc begins and not have it read in time. We really have to remember that there's an interaction between two people here."
Gerald Feldman offered additional advice. "Don't expect your dissertation adviser to have a computer-like brain that is capable of remembering sections of a chapter that you wrote two years ago," he said. "Provide your dissertation adviser with coherent amounts of work that he or she can keep in mind and really comment on in some kind of sensible way."
And if you're trying to get a faculty member's attention about a missed deadline? "A note, a telephone call, a reminder that a student has a deadline," said Elaine Tennant. "Any of those are perfectly fair game."
The faculty panel discussion was held in conjunction with a series of workshops on dissertation writing for doctoral candidates in the humanities and social sciences. The Graduate Division will sponsor a similar series in the spring for students in the biological and physical sciences.
